The issues I would like to raise:

Drugs alter the brains perception of what is real and what is fiction.

Mixing drugs cause serious side effects.

Who is looking at the side effects of multiple drugs at once.

Who monitors the side effects of drugs indepently not someone owned by the drug company. Who get kickbacks from the job.

When the side effects make the child suicidal who understands the signs. Parents have no knowledge in the signs. Children wanting to take their life never happened in my day.

The radiation damaging the child’s brain is alarming from phones, computers, laptops, tablets etc.

The Hipercratic oath first do no harm.

Drugs are chemical based and do harm. If the Serotonin are lacking being made in the brain then feed the natural serotonin rather than a drug with side effects as babies brains are Venerable needing supplemented nutrition at this stage of their growth. Foods with hormones can be substituted.

Drug companies have no knowledge of this as it doesn’t generate an income for them.
Doctors are not aloud to discuss the use of natural substitutes as it does not generate an income for them either. There has to be a system that shows the both ways to help the child and parent or care givers for the best outcomes.

Give probiotics and probiotics with gut Flora as gut is known as the first brain that intern feeds the second brain then releases the hormones naturally when spine is in Situ. Birth trauma plays a huge roll in mental health issues. Whip lash, Forceps, C/Sections, reverse mode and Suction births all cause disease to form from spine out. Nerves trapped between the vertebra from the day they were born in turn stopping functions in the body and hormone release. The birthing of the baby was designed to go down the birth canal for this reason. Each contraction has its job roll in the safe arrival of baby.

Babies brains have not formed at this age so damage will occur early. I see drugs as a money grab for the pharmaceutical companies, Psychiatrists and not the good or the well-being of the child or the parents. Medical doctors are not looking at birth trauma related disease to start with. Suing the Doctor’s for wrong obstreakele manipulation at birth causing birth trauma has to be looked at. A doctor never looks at prevention or the hips of the pregnant woman to deliver the babys heads. When hips are out to one side of the body or pelvis is tilted the birthing is not going to be a good outcome.

Twisted spines and no visits to practitioners to help prepare the mothers body for birthing. Stop these diseases forming. Stop looking for a drug to counteract. Woman are neglected in this sector in the health and well being of birthing and the best outcomes for baby and mother. We would have better outcomes if this was put in place with every doctor sending these woman to get the appropriate help as a prevention.

Care givers suffer with taking care of these drugged out people who abuse them and they do not report this and a lot of the incidences as it is their child or loved ones. This impacts on the careers as well. To the stage the child is taken and put in an institution costing more money to look after them as the drugs side effects have taken hold. This then impacts on the care givers or family as a result.